FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE…

November 2, 2021

NETHERWORLD HAUNTED HOUSE EXTENDS HAUNT SEASON FOR TWO MORE WEEKENDS
Don’t Miss the Final Nights to Experience the Acclaimed Attraction’s 25th Anniversary Haunts

WHEN:

Friday, Nov. 5, Saturday, Nov. 6, and Sunday, Nov. 7: 7-11 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 12 and Saturday, Nov. 13: 7-11 p.m.

WHERE:

1313 Netherworld Way, Stone Mountain, GA 30087

TICKETS:

Online General Admission Reserved Time Tickets: $30
Online SpeedPass Admission Reserved Time Tickets: $55
Tickets are now on sale. It is strongly recommended to buy tickets online and in advance to guarantee entry.
Purchase in advance at www.fearworld.com. Capacity will be very limited this season. All tickets are date and
time specific and include entry into both RISE OF THE NETHERSPAWN and RETURN TO PLANET X in 3D.

ATLANTA: It’s not too late to get your scare on at NETHERWORLD Haunted House during its 25th Season of Screams! America’s favorite
haunted house for over two decades is continuing the frightening fun for two more weekends in November. Both haunts, RISE OF THE
NETHERSPAWN and RETURN TO PLANET X in 3D, will be open on Nov. 5-7 and Nov. 12-13. Very limited Timed-Entry Tickets and
SpeedPasses are available for purchase and include both of NETHERWORLD’s cutting-edge attractions filled with mind-blowing special
effects and animatronics, uniquely terrifying creatures, and access to the newly expanded midway area featuring nightmarish monsters,
food truck-style snacks, photo ops, a foam zone, games, and more.
“We couldn’t have asked for a better 25th anniversary season!” said Ben Armstrong, NETHERWORLD Haunted House co-creator. “It has
been thrilling to celebrate this milestone with so many new and old fans, and with limited ticketing this year, we wanted to keep the
celebration alive by extending the season through the first two weekends in November.”
To keep the adrenaline rush alive following one’s bravery through the haunts, NETHERWORLD’s four escape room games and apocalypticthemed laser tag arena remain open, along with the House of Creeps Monster Museum. Tickets are on a timed-entry schedule and include
entrance into both haunts. It is highly recommended to purchase tickets in advance online as they are very limited and will sell out fast. To
purchase tickets and check available time slots, click here.
Know before you go…read up on all of NETHERWORLD’s COVID-19 guidelines and procedures here: www.fearworld.com/wordpress/faq
Haven’t been this year yet? Here’s a 25th Anniversary haunt theme recap!
RISE OF THE NETHERSPAWN:
Fulfilling the wishes of The Collector, a primordial monster known as The Ganoga will summon the twins, FEAR and TERROR, to lead an
invasion of hideous creatures from the NETHERWORLD! Bone-crunching Berserkers and flesh-rending Rabid lead the charge, hidden deep
within the swirling mists and flashing lightning of a colossal storm of shadows! Will the maelstrom conceal the crawling horrors from their
helpless victims, or will they glimpse the RISE OF THE NETHERSPAWN in time to flee for their lives?
Featuring: The Storm of Shadows, Trapped in the Wreckage, the Fisherman's Nightmare, Eaten by the Old Ones, the Collector's Crypt, the
Starving Skull, the Jaws of Fate, the Swamp of the Lost, the Maggots of Madness, the Rage of the Rabid, the Berserkers Revenge, the Goblin
Horde, the Court of the Warlord and the Soul Eater Unleashed! Twenty-five years of never-ending nightmares culminates in this apocalyptic
festival of destruction as guests witness the RISE OF THE NETHERSPAWN!
RETURN TO PLANET X:
In the secret base known as the BOX, an experiment gone wrong has broken down the very fabric of time and space releasing bizarrely
colorful mutagenic energy through dimensional gateways all over the facility! Weird, malevolent life forms stalk victims throughout the
complex and the very fabric of reality is crumbling. Exobiologist, Dr. Otto Gloman, has gone into the rift equipped with a powered space
suit, to stop the horror and force it to RETURN TO PLANET X in 3D! Guests will put on special 3D glasses and help him defeat this bizarre
invasion before it consumes the entire planet.
Featuring: The Ghastly Gloaming, the Horror of the Hunes, the Malevolent Mutations, the Power of the Pyramid, the Secrets of the Serpent
Men, the Paradox of Planet X, the Revenge of the Reptilians, the Primal Polymorphs, the Color Out of Space, the Mega Xeno Arthropod and

the Nightmares from Beyond Time! Those who are brave enough to join the daunting mission will be pressured to retain a fragile grip on
reality while viewing this world of horror through 3D glasses as they RETURN TO PLANET X.
About NETHERWORLD: Created in 1997 by Billy Messina and Ben Armstrong, veterans in the film and television industry, NETHERWORLD is
Atlanta's most popular self-guided, dark attraction. Recognized as one of the most highly acclaimed haunted houses in the world,
NETHERWORLD is known for its over-the-top special effects, unique make-up, elaborate costuming, skilled stunt actors and unusual
themes. Since relocating to Stone Mountain in 2017, NETHERWORLD has expanded its offerings to include year-round escape games,
known as Escape the NETHERWORLD, and outdoor laser tag, dubbed Laser Adventure Battle Arena. Over the years, NETHERWORLD has
garnered local and national attention from media including CNN, “The Today Show,” “The Early Show,” The Travel Channel and Wall Street
Journal and has been voted the top haunt in the nation by publications such as Hauntworld Magazine, Dread Central, Fangoria and USA
Today. NETHERWORLD’s innovative horror experience and attractions continue to draw in generations of thrill-seekers eager to see what
new nightmares have been unleashed! For more information, visit www.fearworld.com or call 404-608-2484. Keep up with all things
spooky by following NETHERWORLD Haunted House on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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